WHY I CHOSE CASA DE PAZ at TAO
I was drawn to Riviera Maya, Mexico to find a tropical modern property in a secure setting
that would be a great investment and a fun place to spend time and learn the local culture.
My search had taken me to other locations in the Caribbean islands that I love, but I didn’t
know that Mexico’s Yucatan peninsula had an amazing Caribbean coastline, and was less than
two hours from my home in Miami!
So I came to see properties in this Mayan Riviera. The prices and places I saw were attractive,
but when I heard of a brand new development that was only a plan with no construction
started called TAO, I was intrigued by the name and wanted to know more. It was in a
presentation about TAO, led by the developers, attorneys, title companies and realtors, that I
learned a lot but my attention was grabbed when someone called TAO a ‘mind, body, spirit’
inspired community.
You see, I was not just a real estate investor, I was a former bank executive and single woman
on a path to discover myself outside of the professional environment that I’d identified with
for many years. After leaving my career early, feeling like a fish out of water, all I knew to do
was to follow my passions and embark on a journey of learning to discover the plan for my
life now. Something in me told me that TAO was for me, so when the serious buyers met
with the realtors the next day, there I was credit card in hand, one of the first to buy a
townhome villa in TAO!
It’s been an amazing journey, making friends with neighbors and staff, learning my way
around the region and taking trips to Chichen Itza and Cuba, attending classes, retreats, and
even co-hosting a retreat to celebrate TAO 2012. Since being a TAO resident, I completed an
11 month coach training program, brought friends and clients to Mexico, and experienced
some amazing transformations in myself and others. I know for sure, that TAO, which was a

dream of the developer Benjamin Beja who traveled to the Far East, is a special place where
powerful change can happen.
I know that now is the time for me to release my ‘home away from home’, to another owner
as I continue to follow my inner urgings. I am assured that I will always be a part of the TAO
family, visiting and maybe hosting other events.
You will have a wide variety of places to choose your ‘home away from home’ in Mexico, but
there is not a single place like TAO and its commitment to be a place of inner inspiration and
true community.
I stand ready to assist you in making your Mexico dream come true at TAO, and will be there
to help transition my property management, vacation rental sites, and assumable developer
financing, and smooth the process for you. I have recently reduced the price by 20% because
I guess I’m finally ready to let go. Please read all the links, and if this resonates for you, don’t
wait, give me a call and start your own TAO journey.
Peace + Wellbeing….

Paulette

